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ABSTRACT

Title: Components of Averaged Visual Evoked Potentials as
Indicators of Human Information Processing.

With recent advances in electronics and computer technol

ogy, averaged evoked potential (AEP) recordings may be

easily made from the scalp of people while they are engaged

in a variety of perceptual and cognitive tasks. The use of

AEP techniques to provide objective tests of sensory capaci

ties of people such as retardates and brain-damaged persons

who could not be evaluated by conventional techniques demon

strates how such research in the neurosciences can be applied

to definite clinical problems.

Current AEP research manipulating psychological as

opposed to sensory variables suggests that AEP's may also

provide a powerful technique for both researchers and diagnos

ticians concerned with higher-order cognitive functions.

Many investigators seeking to understand the functional

significance of certain components of AEP's, particularly

the late components (P300 complex), speculate that specific

cognitive processes are reflected in changes in amplitude of

certain AEP components. A critical review of the literature



revealed that in spite of over ten years of careful experi

mental work and rigorous analysis, the nature of these

psychological variables remains elusive. It appears that

many different psychological variables are reflected in

AEP's simultaneously, and that different components in an

AEP may be selectively sensitive to certain psychological

variables and not others. Furthermore, it appears that

different areas of the cortex may be selectively responsive

to the interaction of different psychological variables.

This problem is made more difficult because the component

identification and measurement procedures used by various

investigators are usually subjectively and arbitrarily

determined.

The extent to which AEP's will provide a basis for the

development of electrophysiological measures that have

clinical applications depends in part on disentangling the

effects of sensory and psychological variables and objectively

determining which components change in amplitude.

The paradigm used to resolve the effects of different

psychological and sensory variables allowed a detailed

assessment of the effects of : (a) different relationships

among previously presented geometric figures, (b) different

mental sets, (c) differences in the shape of the eliciting

stimulus, and (d) differences in motor responses on evoked

potential components as well as their interactions.



The experiments incorporated into this study were

specifically designed in order to determine the extent to

which "same" and "different" judgements influenced visual

AEP's elicited by geometric figures. "Same" and "different"

judgements were chosen as a focus for study because it

appeared that these judgements represent primitive capacities

of organisms and were perhaps precursors of more sophisticated

cognitive processes. In each of five experimental conditions,

nine subjects were presented with brief presentations of one

of two geometric figures, while AEP's were recorded from

vertex and homologous points on frontal, temporal and parietal

areas on the scalp. The five conditions were realized in

three experimental tasks which involved identifying and/or

extrapolating a serial pattern in a sequential pattern of

geometric figures. The AEP data were analyzed using a two

stage analysis procedure: Factor Analysis of AEP waveforms

using time samples as variables and conditions as cases,

followed by Analyses of Variance of factor scores.

The results corroborate several recent findings and

reveal that AEP's, if considered as signals which carry

information at successive components, contain more redundant

information in a 750 msec. time course than previously

acknowledged. In addition, they reveal that neuroanatomical

sites, if considered as channels of information, are not



independent of one another. Rather they reflect complex co

occurence relations for effects of psychological variables,

and at the same time they reflect classical commissural

pathways for the effects of sensory variables. The results

do not substantiate speculations that components in AEP's

reflect specific storage and retrieval processes envisioned

by information processing theorists. Rather they suggest

that certain time periods in AEP's may perhaps be used as

indicators of as yet undescribed general operations of

cognitive processing.
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INTRODUCTION

The external surface of the human brain is electrically

charged. Changes in sensory input to the brain such as

occur when a stimulus begins or when one ends momentarily

perturb this resting electrical state and evoke minute brain

potentials. These evoked potential waveforms of the brain

characteristically reflect stimuli in auditory, visual and

somatic modalities, and differences between stimuli within

each modality. The characteristic signatures of different

stimuli have a general aperiodic, sinusoidal waveform whose

components oscillate positive and negative, steadily increas

ing in amplitude from onset to around 200 milliseconds and

thereafter decreasing to a resting state within a second.

Since these transitory potential changes, in microvolts, are

much smaller than the unrelated spontaneous electrophysiologi

cal activity, in millivolts, continuously present on human

scalp, many evoked potential recordings must be made under

near identical conditions and averaging techniques must be

used to detect these relatively weak signals amid their

background of electrophysiological noise.

The successive component peaks of an averaged evoked

potential (AEP) waveform do not respond simply as a unit to

changes in sensory input; they appear to be related to





distintive aspects of the processing of the incoming stimu

lus information. The early components, whose peaks occur

at latencies up to about 60 milliseconds appear to reflect

the passage of sensory neural impulses evoked by the stimulus

through the various neural pathways to the cortex. Middle

latency components, occurring around 100 msec. , appear to

respond to changes in the physical characteristic of the

stimulus. And, the late components, occurring from 250 to

500 msec. , appear to be sensitive to variables which manipu

late the psychological context within which the evoking

stimuli occur.

With recent advances in electronics and computer technol

ogy, AEP recordings may be easily made from the scalp of

people while they are engaged in a variety of perceptual and

cognitive tasks. The use of AEP techniques to provide

objective tests of sensory capacities of people such as

retardates and other brain-damaged persons who could not be

evaluated by conventional techniques demonstrates how such

neuroscientific research can be applied to definite clinical

problems. Recent research using psychological variables

suggests that AEP's will also provide a powerful technique

for both researchers and diagnosticians concerned with

higher-order cognitive functions.



Investigations into the psychological correlates of

AEP's have taken two directions. One has focused on correl

ating features of AEP's with measures of complex cognitive

processes which are believed to underlie our ability to

perform various complex cognitive tasks encountered in

everyday life. The other has focused on determining the

influences of the operation of more elementary and transient

cognitive processes on AEP's directly.

The first body of research indicates that AEP's do

provide measures which correlate with traditional measures

of general cognitive functioning such as those derived from

general intelligence test batteries (e.g., Chalke and Ertl,

1965; and Callaway and Stone, 1969). The specific features

of AEP's which vary as a function of intelligence are contro

versial (cf. Callaway, 1975, for a critical review). One

finding which appears to be reliable and significant is a

relationship between the latency of certain components of

visual AEP's and established measures of intelligence,

namely: higher intelligence is correlated with shorter

latencies of AEP components. The difficulties surrounding

studies in this area of research appear to stem from the

fact that correlations such as these obtain only under

rather specific testing conditions and can only be observed

when you record from certain electrode locations. Regan

(1972) in a review of this research noted that the import of



these correlations has been challenged by Vaughan (1972) on

the grounds that these correlations between measures of

intelligence and features of AEP's could be based on nothing

more substantial than the obvious facts that (a) both measures

of intelligence and AEP's are very broad in scope and non

specific in that they cover a multitude of brain processes

simultaneously, and (b) the same biological processes in the

brain underlie both intelligence and AEP's. If this criticism

is true, then it is not intuitively obvious that further

correlational research of this sort will lead to deep and

significant results. The fact that over ten years of careful

experimental work and rigorous analyses has not led to

achievements of real intellectual significance may be porten

tious. At best, the disparate results from the various

studies and intractability of the general research problem

indicate that any attempt to evaluate the contributions of

these studies must be regarded as highly tentative.

The second body of research investigating the psycholog

ical correlates of AEP's is concerned mainly with determining

the influence of the operation of specific, transient cogni

tive processes on features of AEP's. This area of research

is more promising. In general, certain components of AEP's

have been found to be sensitive to variables which manipulate

the psychological context within which a stimulus occurs.



An example of this is when a person is asked to perform

different tasks using physically identical stimuli. Gardiner

and Walter (1969) report having music students perform two

kinds of discrimination tasks on physically identical stimuli.

The tasks were equated for difficulty by comparing scores.

At one time the task was a loudness discrimination task, and

at another it was a pitch discrimination task. In both

instances the stimuli, presentation schedule and probability

of occurrence of stimuli were identical. The authors report

finding that the waveforms to identical stimuli differed

depending upon the task performed. The differences due to

attending to pitch or loudness of tones were seen mainly in

AEP components in the latency range of 200 to 500 milliseconds.

Over 150 studies have been reported in the literature

(cf. Price and Smith, 1974) since the seminal studies of

Sutton and his colleagues (1965, 1967) which have attempted

to precisely define the various psychological variables that

determine the amplitude, waveform and scalp topography of a

large positive complex of AEP components which occur at a

latency around 300-500 msec. These so called "late" components

have been referred to by different authors as an association

cortex potential, decision complex, but more often as either

P3 wave or simply the P300. The psychological terms used as

descriptors of this P300 complex range from "information



delivery", "resolution of uncertainty", "stimulus novelty"

and "meaningfulness", to "stimulus evaluation", decision

making", and simply "task relevance". As you can surmise

the nature of the psychological variable remains elusive in

spite of all the studies, and critical summaries and discus

sions provided by Sutton (1969), Karlin (1970), Regan (1972),

Donchin, Kubovy, Kudas, Johnson and Herning (1973), Beck

(1975), and Naatanen (1975). Many recent studies report

finding not one P300 wave, but several components in AEP's

that differ in latency, neuroanatomical distribution and

most importantly psychological correlates e. g. , Hillyard,

Hink, Schwent and Picton (1973), Ford, Roth and Koppel

(1974), Squires, Squires and Hillyard (1975), Schwent,

Hillyard and Galambos (1976), and Squires, Wickens, Squires

and Donchin (1976). Today, it appears that many different

psychological variables are reflected simultaneously in

AEP's and that different components within AEP's may be

selectively sensitive to certain psychological variables and

not others and finally, that the original problem is broadened

by the apparent fact that different areas of the brain may

be selectively responsive to the interactions of different

psychological variables. Thus, ten years of careful study

in this area of research has expanded the limits of our

understanding and knowledge about the sensitivity of AEP's

to psychological variables. Moreover, it has achieved this



not simply by narrowing the focus of the search for specific

psychological variables, but by broadening the scope of the

problem.

To reiterate, AEP's provide measures which correlate

with established measures of general cognitive funcitoning

such as intelligence tests. And, many psychophysiologists

seeking to understand the functional significance of certain

components of AEP's have discovered that several AEP components

appear to reflect distinct aspects of cognition processing.

This research provides sufficient evidence to sustain the

contention that AEP's recorded from human scalp will provide

a basis for the development of electrophysiological measures

that have clinical applications particularly for the diagnosis

and treatment of cognitive dysfunctions. However, to produce

a tool of practical value to both researcher and practicing

clinician, the extent to which AEP's can be used must be

clarified. One thing seems clear. Research which focused

on studying the psychological variables associated with

AEP's concomitant to cognitive activity appears to be more

promising than the strictly correlational studies. In a way

this is too bad, because the distinct advantage of the

correlational studies is that they used established measures

of cognitive functioning. In clinical situations cognitive

functioning is inferred from a patient's performance on



established tests, and diagnosis and treatment of dysfunctions

depend upon differential task performance on tests such as

these. In contrast, the relatively elementary tasks used by

psychophysiologists do not yet have established validity in

clinical testing situations. It seems as if the best alter

native would be to chose for study cognitive processes which

are both fundamental and at the same time suitable to the

AEP recording situation.

This study was designed in order to determine the

extent to which "same" and "different" judgements, that is,

judgements that two or more stimuli are the same of different,

influence visual AEP's. These judgements were chosen as a

focus for study for several reasons. First, one feature

that appears to be common to experimental situations eliciting

variations in the late components of AEP's is that a process

of evaluation of the stimulus is somehow entailed, over and

above a simple response to a stimulus. This suggests that a

study which focuses on some aspect of decision-making and

AEP's may perhaps be a very valuable direction. Moreover,

two relations which appear to be centrally important to and

distinguishing features of the process of evaluation are

those of sameness and difference.



Secondly, the importance of "same" and "different"

judgements is obvious in our everyday life. The experience

of sameness and difference is basic to our lives. Repetition,

variation and conjoint recurrences appear to be elements of

reality among those such as motion, being, relation, time

and space which philosophers regard as fundamental in that

everything we know depends upon them. In a sense nothing

can be said about them, because everything is said because

of them. The relations of sameness and of difference are

ubiquitous; all objects when compared with others can be

said to be the same in some respects, and different in

others. Even the relations themselves can become objects of

comparison as in analogy, metaphor and proportion and they

can be said to be the same or different.

Third, it appeared that these judgements represent

primitive capacities of organisms and may be precursors of

more sophisticated cognitive capacities. Considered from a

psychological point of view our experience of sameness and

difference can be thought to be the results of two basic

capacities: discrimination, an ability to discern differences

between the properties of objects, and stimulus generalization,

or as it is sometimes referred to "perceptual generalization",

an ability to identify equivalent relations among objects.

Since these two capacities can be observed over a wide range
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of neural structures in organisms from rodents to primates,

it appears that the experience of sameness and of difference

may reflect very basic biological predispositions. Recent

experiments reported by Ann and David Premack (1972) point

to its fundamental importance. The Premacks provide evidence

which suggests that these two fundamental capacities and the

subsequent notions of sameness and difference underlie and

are perhaps precursors of higher-order, species-specific

capacities of man such as that for natural language. Lastly,

"same" and "different" judgements were chosen for study

because these judgements have been the subject of numerous

psychological investigations and, as a result, have established

validity in the field of cognitive psychology as important

cognitive processes (e.g. , Nickerson, l972; Bamber and

Paine, 1973; and Krueger, l973).

Although many of the evoked potential studies reported

in the literature can be construed as studies concerned with

the influence of same and different judgements, only two of

them actually attempt to define the changes in AEP's associa

ted with these two judgements. In 1973 Posner, Klein,

Summers and Buggie report several experiments in which

subjects had to judge whether sequentially presented letters

or words were the same or different. They found that AEP's

recorded from the vertex associated with same judgements
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showed much smaller N1
-

P2, P2
-

N2 and N2 - P3 amplitudes

compared to the AEP's associated with different judgements.

In general they found that the waveforms of AEP's of different

judgements sometimes showed two separate peaks in marked

contrast with those associated with same judgements which

were relatively flat. Further, they found that the actual

time periods within individual AEP's affected by same and

different judgements tended to vary across subjects and that

it was somewhat difficult to characterize the differences

because there were clear shifts in the overall form of the

AEP's. In spite of the difficulties, they report differences

between the two waveforms as early as lo O-200 msec. , later

at 225-350 msec. and concentrating around 275-300 msec.

Finally, in one experiment they clearly demonstrate the

influence of same judgements can be seen at least 100 msec.

before different judgements. These results have been corrob

orated by Thatcher (1974). He reports several experiments

in which subjects had to judge whether sequentially presented

letters were the same or different. Although Thatcher used

a different experimental setup and a much more sophisticated

analysis of AEP's, he found essentially the same results.

AEP's associated with different judgements had larger ampli

tudes of components about 250-300 msec. range compared to

AEP's associated with same judgements which were relatively

flat; some AEP's had components which were lower in amplitude
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at that latency range, and in some cases, this component

could not be seen at all. The time course of the influence

of the two judgements could be seen at latencies of less

than 100 milliseconds. More commonly the influence could be

seen around 250-300 milliseconds.

If same and different judgements can be said to occur

when a person compares a stimulus in view with a previous

one, or with an arbitrarily established standard, then

several evoked potential studies can be considered as essen

tially studies into same and different judgements. The

tasks, however, are usually called "vigilance tasks". In

these tasks a subject is usually asked to detect small

changes in stimuli such as its intensity (signals) randomly

interspersed among more frequent standard stimuli (non

signals). Reformulated, a detection of non-signals and a

failure to detect signals amount to same judgements, and

detection of signals amounts to different judgements.

However, several features of vigilance tasks make the compari

sons among evoked potentials associated with detected signals,

etc., a dubious enterprise, namely: the unequal probability

of occurrence, of signals and non-signals, the physical

difference between signals and non-signals, the responding/non

responding difference between detected signals and undetected

signals and non-signals, and the fact that undetected signals
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imply that the person was in some sense very inattentive

during the presentation of that particular stimulus. These

differences notwithstanding, several investigators (e.g.,

Haider, Spong and Lindsley, l964; Ritter and Vaugan, 1969;

and Tueting and Sutton, 1973) found marked increases in the

amplitudes of the late components of evoked potentials

associated with correctly detected signals ("different

judgements") as compared to evoked potentials associated

with either non-signals or undetected signals ("same" judge

ments). Davis (1964) found that while routine responding to

the onset of a tone did not significantly change averaged

evoked potentials, as compared to an inattentive, non

responding condition, there was a significant increase in

amplitudes of potentials when a "different" judgement was

made; that is, subjects were required to respond only when a

tone was louder than a preceding standard tone, and to

withhold from responding if the tone was either the same as

or softer than the standard. (Alternatively, this response

could be considered as a "classification-different" judgement,

since the subject had to not only note that a difference

occurred but had to identify the nature of the difference

before responding.) Other changes in amplitudes of late

components have been noted by Garcia-Austt and Buno (1968,

1969) who compared the waveforms of potentials evoked when

subjects routinely responded to a visual stimulus to those
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of potentials obtained when subjects made "different" judge

ments; that is, the subjects were instructed to respond only

when the present stimulus was different from the one immedi

ately preceding it.

In sum then, investigators have reported results which

indicate "same" and "different" judgements affect scalp

recorded visual AEP's. The major results of these experiments

suggest that the effects are rather simple; "same" and

"different" judgements appear to be outcomes of two different

co-occurring cognitive processes each of which singly affects

a different component of visual AEP's. Furthermore, this

reasearch suggests that these effects are probably localized

to the parietal and vertex areas of the cortex.

This study was designed to clarify which components of

the visual AEP are sensitive to the influence of "same" and

"different" judgements and to provide more information

regarding the distribution of their effects across the

scalp.

The following experiments investigate the influence of

these judgements within the context of two evaluation situa

tions in which we commonly determine whether two objects are

the same or different. Unlike the frequently used "same

different" judgement paradigm in which a standard stimulus
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followed by a comparison stimulus are presented, these

evaluation situations use three and four stimuli. These

more complicated situations were chosen in order to gather

more information regarding these two kinds of judgements and

to obtain AEP's influenced by these judgements, yet uncontam

inated by the motor movements involved in making the overt

responses.
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Experimental Tasks.

There were five tasks used in the experiment.

stimuli were used in these tasks, a circle and a triangle.

Each of the tasks consisted of a fixed series of trials.

each trial the subject viewed stimuli, made a judgement and

responded.

stimulus sequences, or trials (from 4 to 16), and 60 repeti

tions of each of the stimulus sequences in the basic set.

For example, the "true"/"false" response task consisted of 8

basic types of trials repeated twice; one associated with

METHODS

Each task consisted of a basic set of unique

Only two

circles as the principal stimuli and the other with triangles.

Schematically, the set of types is as follows (circle indi

cates principal stimuli):

Sequential Pattern

(l)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

O

O

O

O

0

O

O

X

Response

false

... true
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In a similar manner, both of the "circle"/"triangle"

response tasks can be considered as composed essentially of

4 basic trial types, namely:

"same as" instructions

Sequential Pattern Response

(1) 0 0 - - - - - - . . . . . . . .0

(2) 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X

(3) 0 X - - - - - - - - - - - - - -X

(4) 0 X X . . . . . - - - - - - - - -0

"different from" instructions

Sequential Pattern Response

(1) O 0 e e e e - e. e. e. e. e. e - - - X

(2) 0 0 X . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0

(3) 0 X 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0

(4) 0 X - e. e. e. e. e. e. e. e. e. e. e. e. .X

The order of the individual trials within each task was

quasi-randomized; that is, the basic set of unique types of

trials in each task were randomly permuted into 60 cycles.

Within each cycle, each unique trial type appeared only

once. The only constraint added to this procedure was that

the last trial of one cycle had to be different from the
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first trial of the next cycle. All of the subjects received

the same five tasks and the order of presentation of the

five was counter-balanced across subjects and it was the

same across both of the testing sessions for each subject.

On each trial a sequence of 3 or 4 geometric figures

was presented and the subject's task was to observe the

figures as they were flashed on and off, remember their

shapes and when the last figure was presented, to make a

decision as to which of two responses was appropriate and to

indicate this judgement immediately by pressing one of two

response buttons. If a person made an incorrect response or

took longer than 2 seconds to respond, then that individual

trial was automatically discarded from subsequent analysis

of response latencies and averaged evoked potentials. The

five distinct tasks can be grouped by response into three

types, namely:

(a) "true"/"false" response task

(b) "triangle"/"circle" response task

(c) "first-one"/"second-one" response task

"True"/"False" Response Task. A sequence of four single

geometric figures was flashed on and off on each trial. The

first two figures in the sequence formed a pair and were
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either the same or different in shape. Likewise, the last

two geometric figures in the sequence of four formed a pair

and were either the same or different in shape. The subject's

task was to observe the geometric figures as they were

presented, remember their shapes and determine whether the

relation between the last two figures was the same as the

relation between the first two figures and to respond "true"

by pressing a button under their index finger. If the last

figure did not form the correct relation, then the subject

was to respond "false" by pressing a button under their

second finger.

"Triangle"/"Circle" Response Tasks. There were two "triangle"/

"circle" response tasks which differed only in the instruc

tions. In each, a sequence of three single geometric figures

were flashed on and off on each trial. The first two figures

in the sequence of three formed a pair and were either the

same or different in shape. The third figure was the first

member of a second pair of geometric figures. In both tasks

the subject's task was to observe the figures as they were

presented. In one task she was to determine which geometric

figure, a triangle or a circle, would form the relation that

was the same as the one implicitly specified in the first

two figures while in the other task she was to determine
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which figure would form a relation opposite to the one

implicitly specified in the first two figures. In both

tasks the subject was to indicate her "triangle" judgement

by pressing a button under her index finger and "circle" by

pressing a button under her second finger.

"First-one"/"Second-one" Response Tasks. There were two

"first-one"/"second-one" response tasks which differed only

in the instructions. In each, a sequence of three single

geometric figures were flashed on and off on each trial.

The first two figures always differed in shape and the third

figure was equally likely to be either a triangle or a

circle. In both tasks the subject's task was to observe the

figures as they were presented. In the one task she was to

determine whether the third figure was the same as the first

or the second figure and to respond "first-one" by pressing

a button under her index finger and "second-one" by pressing

a button under her second finger. In the other task she was

to determine whether the third figure was different in shape

from the first or second figure and respond accordingly.
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Stimuli.

The stimuli used in the experiment were two solid black

geometric figures, a square and a circle, of equal area.

Each was centered on separate sheets of matted white cardboard.

The square subtended a visual angle of 2.93° and the circle

a visual angle of 3.29° at a viewing distance of 50 inches.

The two geometric figures were presented separately in two

fields of a three-channel tachistoscope (Scientific Prototype,

Model GB). Centered in the third field, the "blank" field,

was a small dot which was used as a point for the subjects

to fixate upon between presentations of the stimuli. The

luminance of the three fields was matched at 0.30 ftD. as

measured at the position of the subjects ' eyes (50") with an

Opto-meter (United Detector Technology, Model 40X). All

stimuli were presented for 60 msec . (7 microsec. rise-fall

time). The presentation of the stimuli was controlled by a

program in a NOVA 1220 computer interfaced by digital logic

with the tachistoscope control unit.

Training Procedures and Testing Schedule.

Each of the subjects was tested individually. All

participated in three testing sessions scheduled on three

separate days. The first session was a practice session in
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which EEG and EKG were not recorded. Its purpose was to

allow a person to become familiar with the procedures and

equipment used and to become proficient in performing the

judgement tasks in the experiment. Each person was informed

as to the nature of the tasks, the effect of muscle movement,

eye blinking and eye movement on the EEG.

All subjects were told that the point of the study was

to obtain EEG correlates of cognitive functioning which were

uncontaminated by motor movements. While accuracy in respond

ing was stressed, it was also made clear that working quickly

and comfortably at one's own pace was preferred. However,

the instructions to the subjects made it clear that this was

not a forced reaction-time experiment and that it was unneces

sary to attempt to respond as quickly as physically possible

when making the decisions in the experiment. Subsequently,

each subject participated in a practice session and practiced

making the decisions in the different tasks until proficient,

which never required more than 75 trials. Each subject then

participated in two testing sessions in which EEG and EKG

were recorded. Each session lasted approximately five hours

and was conducted exactly seven days apart. At the end of

the second session each subject was debriefed to determine

how she perceived the tasks and the entire situation.
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Subjects.

Nine women, aged 22 to 32, were recruited by local

campus advertising and served as paid volunteer subjects.

Half of the women reported that they had previously partici

pated in evoked potential, or other laboratory experiments

where their EEG was recorded and were familiar with laboratory

testing procedures. Everyone reported being right-handed

and as using her right hand to perform a variety of everyday

tasks. No one reported being on any kind of restricted

diet, nor taking a prescription, or non-prescription drugs

during the period of time when the recording sessions were

held other than the "pill". Finally, no one reported a

history of head injuries, epilepsy, infections of the nervous

system or other symptoms of brain damage, or of any other

Current health problems. Informed consent was obtained from

all subjects.

Testing and Recording Procedures.

During each testing session a subject was seated in a

comfortable reclining easy chair in a darkened, electrically

shielded, sound attenuated and light proof room. To perform

the experimental tasks a subject looked straight ahead into
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a tachistoscope, observed the shapes as they flashed on and

off, and indicated a judgement by pressing one of two response

pushbuttons which were mounted on the right hand arm of the

chair. Throughout the experiment the subject sat relaxed

resting index and second finger of the right hand on response

switches, and resting her head on a small pillow on the back

of the chair. A set of EEG recording electrodes were held

to the subject's head by a latex helmet. Other electrodes

were attached to her arm, forehead and to the base of her

neck on both front and back.

EEG Recording Procedures. Electrodes were placed at CZ, F3,

F4 , T3, T4, P3, P4 according to the international lo-20

system and were referred to a balanced noncephalic electrode

in a manner suggested by Gibbs and Gibbs (1958). Two Beckman

silver-silver chloride skin electrodes, one applied over the

seventh cervical vertebrae and the other over the right

sterno-clavicular junction were connected to one leg of

separate 50K potentiometers. The slide wires of each were

connected and used as the indifferent reference lead. The

potentiometers were used to eliminate electrocardiographic

artifacts. By adjusting the setting of one or the other

potentiometer, and if necessary changing the location of the

electrode along the right clavicle for best phase cancellation,
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it was possible to obtain a null point with a minimum of EKG

interference. In a few subjects it was unnecessary to use

the potentiometers. Balanced non-cephalic reference was

used rather than other sites such as the nose or the earlobes

because recent studies have shown that these frequently used

reference sites are not as electrically inactive as previously

believed, e.g., Lehtonen and Koivikko (1971), and Streletz,

Katz and Cracco (1975). An electrode on the left forearm

served as ground. EEG activity was amplified on a Grass

Electroencephalograph (model 8–10B) set at a frequency

bandpass of l to 35 Hz with attenuation beyond the cutoff

frequencies at 3 db/octave. Inter-electrode impedance was

measured at 10 cps. with a Grass EZMlB bridge and were

observed to be always below 15K OHMS. Impedances were

checked at the beginning of the session, and midpoint, and

at the end, and at any time the subject left the subject

testing room for a break. I observed that impedances almost

always decreased throughout the long testing session.

Eye blinks and eye movements were monitored electrically

throughout each testing session with an electro-oculogram

(EOG) with a bipolar arrangement of two Beckman silver

silver chloride electrodes affixed with adhesive collars:

one placed below the infra-orbital ridge and the second on

the outer canthus of the subject's left eye. The EOG was
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amplified with one channel on the EEG amplifiers and was

averaged by the computer along with the visual evoked poten

tials. This was used to observe the possibility of any

systematic eye movement contamination of the averaged evoked

potentials.

Visual evoked potentials from each of the 7 electrode

locations elicited by the 60 msec . presentation of each of

the three or four geometric figures in each type of trial on

each task were averaged on-line and stored on magnetic

"floppy" discs for subsequent statistical analyses with a

special program on a NOVA l220 computer. The evoked poten

tials were averaged at a rate of 200 samples/sec. (one every

5 msec.) for 750 msec . from stimulus onset using an analog

to-digital converter with a conversion rate of 250,000

samples/sec. and a word length of 10 binary bits. The EOG

channel was likewise averaged along with each unique AEP.

The number of individual evoked potentials in each average

varied from 45 to a maximum of 60, because only trials which

concluded with correct responses were included in the averages.

Calibration signals, +10 microvolt square waves 60 msec - in

duration, were recorded and averaged through all channels at

midpoint and at the end of each testing session.
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Background EEG activity was continuously recorded

throughout both testing sessions. The neuroelectric activity

from homologous points from the frontals, temporals and

parietals were recorded on analog tape on a Crown Vetter

(model 700 series) tape recorder at l 7/8 ips with flutter

compensation. Signals marking experimental events were also

recorded using a binary coding scheme on a separate signal

channel. Calibration signals, 10 Hz sine waves 50 microvolts

peak-to-peak and l minute in duration were recorded using

the entire EEG system at the beginning of each session.

Selected EEG samples were digitized off-line using a PDP/15 -

PDP/ll dual-processor computer with special programs which

provided power spectra and coherence functions for pairs of

leads.

Data Analysis of Averaged Visual Evoked Potentials. Averaged

evoked potential waveforms can be described in terms of a

series of successive positive and negative peaks, or "compo

nents", occurring at specific times measured from the onset

of the evoking stimulus. In many studies this analysis into

components is restricted to only those components common to

a group of subjects because the AEP's were averaged across

all subjects in the study. While one will find in the

literature that a variety of different measures have been

used to quantify differences between AEP's, the bulk of the
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"True"/"False" Response Task

Stimuli (o,A} ■ l ■ T T
(60 msec. on Sl S2 S3 Sl;

time.) |- 800 +|- 800 +|-- 800 +|-- 750
*Response

EEG sampled [.
(Every 5 msec.)

"Triangle"/"Circle" Task and "First-one"/"Second-one" Response Task

Stimuli ■ o, A) ■ l ■ ] T
(60 msec. on S1 S2 S3

time.) |+ 800 +|- 800 +|+ 750 +|
tResponse

EEG sampled Tº |
(Every 5 msec.)

Figure l. Timing sequence for the presentation of stimuli and for
the sampling of EEG for Averaged Evoked Potential in a
single trial.
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major research today has been concerned with the effects of

experimental variables in terms of changes in peak-to-peak,

or baseline-to-peak amplitudes of one or two components.

Recent studies of Donchin (1966), Chapman (1973) and Squires,

Donchin, Herning and McCarthy (1975), among others, suggest

that many of the current component identification procedures

and subsequent measures of changes in the amplitudes of one

or two components may be inadequate especially when studying

the influence of psychological variables on AEP's.

Squires et. al. (1975) suggest that AEP waveforms reflect

summated neuroelectric activity of several biological proces

ses in the brain and that each of the underlying processes

is associated with base components which interact to yield a

complex waveform which we record from human scalp. The

authors argue and demonstrate that one objective way to

disentangle the effects of psychological variables on multiple

base components is to use factor analysis and subsequent

analysis of variance.

The averaged visual evoked potentials obtained in this

experiment were subjected to such a two-stage analysis.

The theory and details of factor analysis are much too

complicated to be stated in their entirety here. Suffice it

to say that a factor analysis transforms a large set of
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correlated variables into a smaller set of uncorrelated

variables, called factors, and arranges the set in a descend

ing order of variance which was accounted for by each factor.

In this way a factor analysis reduces a data base and provides

a parsimonious way to summarize that data base. From another

viewpoint, a factor analysis decomposes a data base into a

minimal set of factors which would, if recombined, formally

reconstruct the data base. Thus, factors can also be viewed

as the minimal number of independent theoretical processes

necessary to account for most of the variance in the data

base.

Each of the factor analyses performed in this study

used 50 correlated sample times, (l sample time every 15

msec . for 750 msec . of the AEP epoch), as variables and

transformed these into 9 independent factors. The number of

variables was limited to 50 because more would have exceeded

the capacity of the computer used to perform the factor

analyses. The sampling rate of once every 15 msec - was

chosen because pilot work indicated that faster rates resulted

in identical component loading functions. The cases put

into each factor analysis consisted of values of sample

times of AEP's from each of the unique trial types for each

of the two stimuli recorded from the 7 electrode locations

obtained in both testing sessions. A separate factor analysis
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was performed on AEP's from each stimulus position in each

task for each subject. For example, the data base for a

factor analysis for one subject's AEP's elicited by stimuli

in position #4 in the "true"/"false" response task would

consist of 8 trial types X 2 stimuli X 7 electrode locations

X 2 sessions which is a total of 224 cases. Thus, in a

factor analysis the mean of each sample time is a measure of

the average of potential differences across trial types,

stimuli, electrode locations and sessions. The correlations

between the 50 variables are the correlations of the average

activity at one sample time with that of another. The

derived factors have time as a base, the cases which are

highly correlated with specific factors are, of necessity,

associated with different locations along the time axis.

Hence, this type of analysis will give information about the

location of component peaks in time and about whether the

AEP's carry redundant information at different time epochs.

In order to reduce inter-subject variability and inter

task variability, separate factor analyses were performed on

the AEP's from each of the 9 subjects. The factor analyses

were from AEP's from stimulus positions 2, 3, 4 in the

"true"/ "false" response task and from stimulus positions 2

and 3 on both of the "circle"/"triangle" response tasks

combined. AEP waveforms in the first position stimuli in
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both types of tasks were not analyzed because of the possib

ility of electrical contamination by eye movements or blink

ing. And, AEP's from the "first-one"/"second-one" response

tasks were not analyzed because of lack of technician resources

and, more importantly, because this task was determined, in

retrospect, to be of less importance theoretically.

The factor analysis program used, which included Varimax

rotation of the factors, was taken from the IBM Scientific

Subroutine Package (version III) and redimensioned into an

overlay program to operate in a l220 NOVA computer with 32K

words of memory.

Another computer program derived factor scores for each

of the cases which went into the factor analysis. The

factor scores on each of the 9 factors were then keypunched

onto cards and subjected to Analysis of Variance (SPSS

version 602) on the campus IBM 370 computer.

Other Measures of Cognitive Functioning.

The tasks chosen make it possible to simultaneously

obtain two rather different measures of cognitive functioning

other than measures on AEP's. One is response latency to
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the onset of the stimulus to be judged as the "same" or

"different". And, the other is heart rate change associated

with performing the tasks. Both response latency and heart

rate measures have independently provided valuable techniques

in discovering subtle differences in cognitive processing ;

both have established validity in revealing something of the

complexity and sophistication of human thought processes.

Response Latencies. Early investigations into the concomitants

of cognitive functioning in man (e.g., Helmholtz, 1850, and

Donders, l868) revealed that if we start with a simple

reaction-time task where a person simply reacts to the

sensation of a stimulus and complicate this task by including

the additional cognitive tasks of discriminating or evaluating

the stimuli, or choosing stimuli from amongst a set, then

the reaction-time increase in latency. This chronometric

method, in which differences in cognitive processing are

inferred from differences in response latency to identical

stimuli occurring in test situations having different task

demands, was revived by modern day cognitive psychologists.

Today, hundreds of experiments document the reliable and

significant finding that many phenomenally different aspects

of decision-making and cognitive functioning are associated

with differences in response latencies (e.g., Kornblum,

1973; Rabbitt and Dornic, l975). Response latency measures
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can be of value in this study because they can provide an

independent means of assessing whether the different subjects

employed different cognitive strategies in performing the

judgements entailed in the tasks. Different patterns of

response latencies would suggest that different strategies

were employed and would provide an independent criterion for

grouping subjects into subgroups.

The instructions to the subjects stressed that the

experiment was concerned primarily with obtaining EEG correl

ates of mental activity associated with making "same" and

"different" judgements. They emphasized accuracy rather

than speed in responding. Notwithstanding, the response

latencies of each subjects' decisions were automatically

measured to the nearest millisecond and the mean response

latency and variance of each type of judgement within a task

were calculated on-line and were stored on magnetic disks

using a special program on a NOVA 1220 computer.

Heart Rate. In a similar manner, measures of heart rate can

be used as a means to group subjects together, independent

of measures of AEP's or response latency. Researchers

investigating cardiovascular changes concomitant to the

performance of simple cognitive tasks (e.g., Lacey and Lacey,

1974), report bradycardia usually accompanies cognitive
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tasks in which the subject attends to sensory information.

For example, tasks such as looking at a flickering light,

listening to a dramatic recitation and tone signal-detection

tasks. On the other hand, cognitive tasks in which a subject

does more cognitive as opposed to sensory information proces

sing are usually accompanied by tachycardia. These are

tasks such as mental arithmetic and reversed spelling.

Hence, it appears that increases and decreases in heart rate

reflect differential task requirements implicit in sensory

and cognitive information processing. Furthermore, these

studies report marked individual differences; some subjects

reliably show heart rate increases during certain tasks

while other subjects show reliable decreases in heart rates

during identical tasks. Hence, as in the case with response

latencies, different patterns of heart rate acceleration and

decleration on different cognitive tasks would provide an

independent criterion for grouping the subjects into subgroups.

The electrical activity of each subject's heart was

recorded from bipolar Beckman silver-silver chloride elec

trodes one placed on top of the subject's seventh cervical

vertebrae and the other on the top of her left forearm near

to the wrist. EKG activity was amplified by a Mousseau EEG

amplifier (model SA-4) with a bandpass of l-30 Hz and was

recorded at l 7/8 ips for off-line analysis on FM analog

tapes using an Ampex tape recorder (model SP3000).
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The heart rate of each subject was estimated in two

ways, namely: (a) by counting the number of beats per

minute and (b) by measuring the interbeat interval i.e., the

time in milliseconds between the R-R peaks in the QRS complex,

and then calculating the average inter-beat interval for

one-minute samples of EKG. Beats per minute, and average

inter-beat intervals were obtained using a special program

on a NOVA 1220 computer in conjuction with the necessary

digital logic to achieve an analog to digital conversion of

the QRS complexes and measurement of the inter-beat intervals.

In off-line analysis, 49 one-minute samples of EKG

activity were systematically taken from each testing session

on each subject. The time periods could be distinguished

logically as follows:

(a) While a subject was performing an imaginal task of

composing a letter to a friend, and while imagining

that she was leaving the subject testing room and

walking home. These two one-minute tasks were

performed by all subjects at the beginning and at

the end of each session.
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(b) While a subject relaxed and systematically focused

her attention on different parts of her body.

This task was performed by all subjects before

each task and immediately upon completing a block

of 240 trials. Hence, it was repeated by each

person 15 times in each testing session.

(c) While the subject performed the five judgemental

tasks. Three samples were taken from about midpoint

in time in each 240 trial blocks. Hence, 30 "on

task" samples were taken for each subject for each

experimental session.

Subject Debriefing.

At the end of the second, and last, recording session,

every subject was asked her perception of what happened

during the course of the experiment. Each person was given

a form which asked the following:

"As mentioned on the Information Sheet which you

filled out at the beginning of the experiment the more

information that is available to us, the better able we
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will be to make a proper interpretation of the experi

mental results. Would you introspect for a moment and

attempt to recall your perceptions of what happened

during the course of the experiment. Would you describe

what you did, or how you felt as you made the judgements

in the tasks."
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RESULTS

Subject Debriefing

At the end of the second, and last, recording session,

every subject was asked her perceptions of what happened

during the course of the experiment. Almost all of the

subjects reported experiencing the following:

(a)

(b)

That they were at different times in the testing

sessions, bored and tired with the tasks or that

they had a hard time maintaining attentiveness.

That there were periods of time when they had to

think through each judgement and other times when

they could make the judgements without really

thinking about it. More specifically, many people

experienced a need to pay direct attention to the

tasks at the beginning of the task so that they

would not make any mistakes. Some noted that they

even subvocally named the stimuli as they were

presented as a tactic. After some experience with

the tasks, and at different times during the

tasks, the subjects report that they responded
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(c)

(d)

more automatically and that they had spontaneous

unrelated thoughts occurring at the same time.

The automatic responding was natural and was

experienced as making the task easier; it was

almost as if they did not have to consciously

think about the task itself, but could just watch

the patterns of figures and simply allow their

fingers to respond correctly. At other times

during the task, and at the end of the task, the

subjects would experience being tired and would

have to pay very careful self-enforced attention

to maintain responding accurately.

That the tasks were difficult to do automatically

when they were experiencing tiredness.

That they were conscious of an incorrect response

before actually responding with their finger.

They also report experiencing an inability to

abort the movement of their finger and keep from

making an incorrect response. Furthermore, almost

all reported that a wrong answer had the effect of

snapping them back from automatic responding to

focused and forced attention to the task.
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(e) That judging differences and opposites were more

difficult than judging sameness or alikeness.

(f) That some tasks were more difficult and that these

required sustained direct attention.

(g) That they solved the tasks in idiosyncratic ways;

that is, they reinterpreted the task instructions

and claimed to make their correct responses as a

result of a gestalt type of pattern recognition

scheme rather than to consciously think about the

relationship of the first 2 or 3 figures to the

last ones.

Response Latencies. The response latencies associated with

each of the l6 physically unique stimulus sequences in the

"true"/"false" response task, and with each of the 8 physical

ly unique sequences in both of the "circle"/"triangle"

response tasks were compared within each of the 9 subjects

using "t"-tests between sample means. The comparisons

indicated that the actual shape of the stimuli, circles or

triangles, associated with a response did not have a signifi

cant influence on the response latencies; there are no

consistent significant differences between basic trial types
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within each of the tasks which differed only in shape of

stimuli for any of the 9 subjects. As a result, the data

from physically unique trials were pooled into subsets of

basic trial types. For example, the "true"/"false" response

task consisted of 8 basic types of trials repeated twice;

one associated with circles as the principal stimuli and the

other with triangles. Schematically, the set of types is as

follows:

Sequential Pattern Response

(l) 0 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . true

(2) 0 0 0 X . . . . . . . . . false

(3) 0 0 X X . . . . . . . . . . true

(4) 0 0 X 0 . . . . . . . . . false

(5) 0 X 0 X . . . . . . . . . . true

(6) 0 X 0 0 . . . . . . . . . false

(7) 0 X X 0 . . . . . . . . . . true

(8) 0 X X X . . . . . . . . . false

In a similar manner, both of the "circle"/"triangle"

response tasks can be considered as composed essentially of

4 basic trial types, namely:
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"same as" instructions

Sequential Pattern Response

(l) 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0

(2) 0 0 X . . . . . . . . . . . . . .X

(3) 0 X 0 . . . . . . - - - - - - - -X

(4) 0 X X . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0

"different from" instructions

Sequential Pattern Response

(1) 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X

(2) 0 0 X . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0

(3) 0 X 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0

(4) 0 X X . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X

A comparison of response latencies associated with each

of the basic trial types within each of the tasks for each

subject indicated the following using "t"-tests and pairwise

comparisons based on figure 2. :

(a)

(b)

There was a session effect; in almost all cases

the latencies associated with the second session

were significantly faster (P K. 05) than those

associated with the first session.

There were many statistically significant differen

ces (P< .05) between trial types and that these

were more obvious in data from the second session.
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(c) There were no marked differences in pattern of

response latencies from one subject to another;

within each of the three tasks all subjects showed

a similar pattern of response latencies associated

with basic trial types.

Figure 3 graphically displays the patterns in all three

tasks when the data from the second session of each subject

were pooled. Mean response latencies are plotted as a

function of basic types of trials and grouped with respect

to relations between shapes of first three several features

are apparent. First, when the first three stimuli in a

sequential pattern are equal, "true" responses were faster

than corresponding "false" responses, and "same as" responses

were faster than corresponding "different from" responses.

Second, all of the response latencies in the "same as" and

"different from" tasks were slower than those associated

with "true"/"false" responses in spite of the fact that the

former tasks contained only three stimuli per trial while

the latter had four stimuli. Third, response latencies

within each of the four response groups appear to be consis

tently ordered with respect to the sequential pattern formed

by the first three stimuli with one exception, viz: (00X =

S) which was much faster than would be expected if linearity

were the rule.
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This consistency of ordering of response latencies

suggests that the form of the relationships among the first

three stimuli was important in some way. What this result

implies about possible storage and retrieval processes in

memory, or about cognitive mechanisms underlying making these

judgements is unclear. Rather than creating elaborate

information-processing mechanisms ad hoc to explain this

consistency in ordering, I would like to simply note an

example of the kind of theory which I think is appropriate

here. The theory is an information processing theory first

proposed by Simon and Kotovsky (1963) of how people solve

the problem of extrapolating a serial pattern entailed in a

sequential pattern of symbols. More recently, Kotovsky and

Simon (1973) reported a further test of the original theory

confirming its essential aspects and making only a few minor

modifications. The substance of what these authors have

found in their studies is that people first seek to discover

periodicity of symbols, then induce a description of the

pattern, or "rule", using the periodicity, and lastly,

people use the pattern description to extrapolate the sequence.

More importantly, they found that people recognize the

"same",periodic recurrence of the elementary relations of

"next" (symbol in a predetermined set), "preceding" (symbol

in a predetermined set), and "breaks in sequences of such

relations". Finally, while this theory appears to have the
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conceptual richness to aid in explaining the consistency in

ordering of response latencies, I have found that it simply

cannot do it.

The last point to mention is that the lack of differences

in pattern of response latencies on the basic trial types

within the three different types of tasks across all of the

subjects suggests that all subjects used similar cognitive

strategies in performing the tasks entailed in the experiment.

Thus, there were no logical grounds to fractionate the

population of subjects into some sort of groups on the basis

of differences in cognitive modes, or cognitive functioning,

as implied by differences in response latencies.

Heart Rate

A comparison of the two measures of heart rate, beats

per-minute and average of interbeat intervals for a one

minute period, indicated that the interbeat interval measure

was, by far, the more sensitive of the two indices. As a

result, I chose to use it rather than beats-per-minute in

the following analysis.
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A comparison of samples of interbeat intervals of each

subject taken when the person was attending to her body and

when working on the decision-making tasks, using "t"—tests

between sample means, indicated definite changes in heart

rates associated with the performance of these two qualita

tively different tasks. The data from almost all subjects

showed consistent statistically significant (P< .05) increases

in interbeat intervals, (cardiac deceleration), associated

with attending-to-body task as compared to interbeat intervals

sampled during a preceding decision-making task; and, there

were significant (P K .05) decreases in interbeat intervals,

(cardiac acceleration), associated with the decision-making

tasks as compared to interbeat intervals sampled on a pre

ceding attending-to-body task. These findings confirm

those of Lacey and Lacey (1974) if we assume: (a) that the

attending-to-body task, a task in which one is asked to

attend to all sensory information impinging upon one's body,

is a sensory rather than a cognitive task and (b) that the

decision-making task which entails viewing stimuli, remember

ing their shapes and then comparing them and responding is

more appropriately characterized as a "cognitive" as opposed

to "sensory" information processing task. However, unlike

the results of Lacey and Lacey, there were no marked indivi

dual differences; the subjects did not fall into two distinct

groups of accelerators versus decelerators. Thus, as in the
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case with response latency measures, there were no grounds

to group the subjects into subgroups on the basis of similar

ities and differences in modes of cognitive functioning.

The third measure, variability of interbeat intervals

over a one-minute sample, did not help to fractionate the

pool of subjects either. Only two subjects showed a consis—

tent pattern of changes on variability; the data from both

indicated statistically significant (P & .05) greater variabi

lity in interbeat intervals associated with attending-to

body tasks.

The preceding results suggested that there were changes

in heart rate associated with changes in task requirements

entailed in the performance of qualitatively different

mental tasks. In order to see if there were any changes in

heart rates associated with more subtle changes in task

requirements such as those among tasks of the same generic

type, a sampling of averaged interbeat intervals within each

of the 5 decision-making tasks were compared within each

session for each subject. This comparison did not show any

reliably significant patterns of change in heart rate from

one task to another. There were, however, many statistically

significant differences (P< .05); These could be seen between

samples within each task, between sessions and between
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subjects. It is obvious that other factors must be controlled

before attempting to answer this kind of question. It

suggests that a less sensitive measure of heart rate may be

more appropriate.

Ocular Potentials.

Electro-ocular potentials were recorded throughout the

experiments and were averaged along with each associated

visual AEP. The averaged amplitudes of the EOG deflections

associated with each of the AEP's evoked in stimulus positions

#2, #3, and #4 in the "true"/"false" response task, and

stimulus positions #2 and #3 in the two "circle"/"triangle"

response tasks were small and functionally insignificant.

In contrast, several EOG averages associated with AEP's

elicited by stimuli in position #1 in all tasks showed

noticable deflections from baseline noise levels. A detailed

comparison of the AEP's and associated averaged EOG waveforms

did not suggest that any of the AEP components were in the

least way contaminated. Nevertheless, because of the possi

bility of such contamination, none of the stimulus position

#l AEP's were analyzed.
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Averaged Visual Evoked Potentials.

Overview. Visual AEP's were analyzed in stages. A factor

analysis with Orthogonal rotation of factors was followed by

Analysis of Variance on the factor scores. The AEP's of

each of the 9 subjects obtained from stimuli in 5 stimulus

positions were analyzed separately. In all, 45 Factor

Analyses were performed. The 5 analyses on each subject

were performed on AEP's evoked by stimuli in stimulus posi

tions #2, #3, and #4 in the "true"/"false" response task and

stimulus positions #2, and #3 in the "circle"/"triangle"

response tasks combined. In each of the factor analyses 50

time samples were used as the variables and experimental

conditions, sessions and electrode locations were used as

cases. The number of factors derived in each analysis was

determined by two parameters: (a) minimum eigenvalue criter

ion which was set to l.0 which deleted all factors with an

associated eigenvalue of less than l.0, and (b) number of

factors criterion which was set at 9 and which took precedence

over the eigenvalue criterion. The number of factors extrac

ted in the various Factor Analyses and the cumulative percent

variance accounted for by each is represented in Table l.

In almost all analyses 9 factors were extracted with percent

variance accounted for ranging from 66% to 85%. In each

analysis the 9 factors were rotated by a Varimax technique
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"TRUE"/"FALSE" TASK
"CIRCLE"/"TRIANGLE." TASKS

COMBINED

Stimulus Stimulus Stimulus Stimulus Stimulus
Position Position Position Position Position

#2 #3 #4 #2 #3

Subject

JL 73 75 82 74 77

KH 71 69 81% 69 74

JS 73 78 85 76 85

DT 79 80 85* 79 84

CT 70 73 78 68 72

NL 76 76 84 82 8O

KW 70 75 81 73 77

AO 74 77 84 74 8l

SS 66 71 77 75 74

TABLE l. Percent variance accounted for by 9 Factors.
Asterisk signifies 8 Factors.
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to yield a set of orthogonal factors in which each of the

time samples were maximally correlated with a minimal number

of newly rotated factors. Correlations between time samples

and the rotated factors form component loading functions.

Figure 3 through 7 illustrate this from the data of a repre

sentative subject. Note that while the time-course diagrams

described by those component loading functions have the

appearance of being base components underlying AEP's, they

are not accurate descriptions. They differ in that they do

not reflect absolute polarity information which is, as you

know, a characteristic of actual AEP components.

In the next step in each analysis, factor scores were

calculated which indicate the extent to which each AEP that

went into the original factor analysis; that is, each case

was correlated with each of the 9 rotated factors. Then,

the factor scores associated with each of the seven electrode

locations were used as cases in Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

to determine the effects of various experimental variables

on each of the 9 rotated factors. A total of 2,835 ANOVA's

were performed in this study (45 factor analyses, 9 factors

each, factor scores for each of the 7 electrode locations).

Summary analyses of variance tables encompassing all electrode

locations were prepared. Tables 2 through 4 illustrate this

for one subject. Because it would be impractical to reproduce
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each of these tables, and unnecessary to reproduce the 45

Summary tables, they have been omitted. In a similar manner,

since the number and variety of AEP waveforms obtained in

this study is so great (12,096), AEP waveforms per se will

not be juxtaposed for illustrative purposes in this section,

as so often is the case in reports such as these. However,

Appendix A has been included to give some idea of the nature

of the various waveforms obtained in this study. The sample

AEP's are from subject JL. These data were chosen at random

from amongst 7 most typical subjects. Hence, the data are

representative of AEP's in general.

Finally, for the sake of brevity, henceforth the phrases

"significant" and "significantly influenced" imply statistical

significance at the P K . 05 level. And note that a significant

influence in these data is ambiguous with respect to the

exact nature of the influence on AEP amplitudes. For example,

the observation of a significant influence of variable X on

factor Y at both frontal electrode locations could mean the

presence of a peak at one area and a peak of opposite polarity,

or absence of one at the other area. In other words, this

implies that if several, or all electrode locations are

significantly influenced by an experimental variable, we do

not know from the data whether they reflect the same kind of

difference. This level of detail is not realized in this

analysis.
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The following results are of particular value in that

they focus on the occurrence of independent time epochs, or

"components" associated with peaks in component loading

functions of factors significantly influenced by various

experimental variables. The added advantage is that some of

these experimental variables such as, (a) the effect of the

shape of the stimulus which elicited the evoked potential,

that is, whether it was a circle or a triangle, and (b) the

effect of the relation between the shapes of the evoking

stimulus and the immediately preceding one, that is whether

they were the same or different can be thought of as present

in all 5 of the factor analyses.

One of the main results of using a factor analytic

approach to the analysis of AEP data is that the analysis

derives a small number of uncorrelated factors; the minimal

number necessary to account for a certain percentage of the

variance in the data. Thus, the number of factors derived

is a good estimate of the dimensionality of the data space.

From the perspective of a neurophysiologist attempting to

construct a model of the mechanism of production of AEP's,

this estimate of the dimensionality of the data space can

also be an estimate of the minimal number of independent

theoretical processes that are necessary to account for a

large percent of the variation observed in the set of AEP's.
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Thus, the results from over 45 factor analyses performed in

this study suggest that a model of the mechanism of production

of AEP's influenced by psychological variables incorporated

in this study may be relatively simple in that only 9 theore

tical processes need to be postulated to account for about

75% of the variance. It should be noted, however, that to

generalize this conclusion and to assert the existence of

actual physiological processes is unjustified; such a conclu

sion is speculative. Van Rotherdam (1970) has demonstrated

that such an interpretation is not compelled; derived factors

do not necessarily correspond to independent neurophysiological

processes which ultimately underlie and comprise the mechanism

of production of the AEP's.

"True"/"False" Response Task: Stimulus Position #2. In the

"true"/"false" response task four stimuli were presented on

each trial and the subject responded either "true" or "false"

to the onset of the last stimulus. In stimulus position #2,

at least three experimental variables may interact to produce

the data set for each of the seven electrode locations,

namely:

(1) Session (first, or second).
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(2) Shape of evoking stimulus (a circle or a triangle).

(3) Relation between the shapes of the evoking stimulus

(#2) and the one preceding (#1) (Same or different).

Separate 3-way ANOVA's were performed for each of the seven

electrode locations with each of the nine rotated factors.

Table 2 is a partial summary ANOVA table for subject J.L (the

"session" variable has been omitted). Figure 3 displays the

component loading functions associated with each of the

factors.

Factor l has a polyphasic component loading functions

with two major peaks; one at about 286 m.sec. and the other

around 511 m.sec. This factor was significantly influenced

at all electrode locations except the left temporal area by

the shape of the evoking stimulus and at all electrode

locations by the relation between the shapes of the evoking

stimulus and the one preceding it.

Factor 2 is essentially biphasic with component peaks

about 151 and 391 m.sec. This factor was significantly

influenced at the parietal, vertex and left frontal leads by

the relation between the shape of the evoking stimulus and

the one preceding it. The shape of the stimulus had no

effect whatsoever.
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Factors 3 and 5 were not influenced at any electrode

location by any of the experimental variables. As you can

see in Figure 3 both of these factors have component loading

functions with clearly defined peaks. This finding is not

uncommon and it presents some problems. This suggests the

existence of some unknown variables operating even in this

oversimplified laboratory testing situation. Moreover it

implies that we may never know with certainty the actual

number or nature of the variables operative in an experiment

such as this, nor know the extent to which "our" variables

actually contribute in an experiment, because it is always

possible that "our" variable may simply be in a fortuitous

dependence relation with another variable which actually and

unknown to us modulates the AEP components.

Although this is not represented in Table 2, Factor 4

was significantly affected at all electrode locations by the

"session" variable; that is, the difference between first

and second testing sessions which were conducted seven days

apart.

Factors 6 and 7 were influenced by both experimental

variables differently. Factor 6 with component peaks at 121

and 601 m sec. was influenced at all seven electrode locations

by the shape of the evoking stimulus. Factor 7 has a single
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prominent peak in its component loading function at about

706 msec. And, it was influenced by the shape of the stimulus

at only 2 electrode locations, viz.: left temporal and right

parietal. Both factors were affected in frontal electrode

locations by the relation between the first two stimuli.

The component loading function associated with factor 8

has a single prominent peak around l to 45 m.sec. And,

Factor 9 has an associated component loading function with a

clear peak around 196 msec. Both of these factors were

similarly affected by the relation beween the two stimuli.

And, both were affected at the same electrode locations -

parietals, vertex and left temporal locations. Factor 8 was

also affected at the right parietal by the shape of the

evoking stimulus while Factor 9 showed no influence.

Before mentioning the data from other subjects, one

point is worth noting here regarding this kind of analysis

in general. The presence of multiple peaks in component

loading functions makes interpretation tenuous because it

implies some ambiguities. For example, consider the cases

of factors l, 6, 7 and 8. All of these factors are signifi

cantly affected by both experimental variables. The problem

is that it could be the case that for each of these factors

both variables actually have effects on both component
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peaks. However, it could also be the case that one of the

variables affects one component peak and the other varible

affects the other component peak, and that for some reason

the two are associated in some way. Probably a worse case

could be that both variables actually affect one peak and in

actuality the other associated peak is modulated by some

unknown variable whose occurrence is simply dependent upon

the simultaneous occurrence of the two experimental variables.

These criticisms notwithstanding, I will consider that each

experimental variable affects all component peaks equally.

A comparison of the data of all subjects revealed that

many of the subjects were similar in that the two main

effects were apparently associated with several distinct

time epochs in the component loading functions. The scalp

distributions, while similar, did not show any clear co

occurrence relations. The components and scalp distributions

are as follows:

(a) Effect of the shape of the stimulus eliciting the

evoked potential.

121 (91-151) msec ... 4 Ss all leads; 2 Ss anterior only;

2 Ss posterior only

286 (256-316) msec ... 7 Ss all leads; l S. posterior only
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346 (316–361) msec ... 2 Ss all leads; 1 S anterior only;

2 Ss posterior only

451 (406-481) msec ... 3 Ss all leads; l S anterior only;

2 Ss posterior only

(b) Effect of the relation between the shapes of the eliciting

stimulus (#2) and the preceding stimulus (#1). That is,

whether they were the same as (repetition, or matched), or

were different from (a change, a mismatch) the preceding

OI) e.

l21 (91-151) msec ...5 Ss anterior only

286 (256-316) msec ... 4 Ss all leads; 2 Ss anterior;

l S posterior

346 (316–361) msec . . . 2 Ss all leads; 4 Ss anterior;

3 Ss posterior

451 (406-48l) msec ... 2 Ss all leads; 1 S anterior

As you can infer from the above, a comparison of the

summary tables of analyses of variance and their associated

component loading functions across the nine subjects revealed

that several of the subjects were remarkably similar in that

their results indicated very similar time-courses of component

peaks associated with certain factors which were, moreover,

significantly influenced at almost identical electrode

locations by the same experimental variables. Two of the
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subjects were strikingly similar in all instances and seven

of them formed a group. Two subjects consistently differed.

One subject almost always differed from the rest. All five

of this subject's factor analyses derived component loading

functions which were polyphasic with 9 Factors accounting

for 66% to 77% of the variance. Parenthetically, it may or

may not be significant that this subject phoned me some time

after the experiments were over, and before data analysis to

inquire as to how normal her EEG had looked. She told me

that for some untold reason she was under the care of a

neurologist and was about to have her EEG taken. This

suggests to me that for all the drawbacks and limits of this

type of an lysis of AEP's, it may have an unrecognized value

as a technique to aid in the detection or assessment of

brain disorders.

"True"/"False" Response Task: Stimulus Position #3. In

stimulus position #3 at least four experimental variables

may interact to produce the data set for each of the seven

electrode locations, namely:

(l) Session (first, second).

(2) Stimulus (circle, triangle).

(3) Relation between the shapes of stimuli in positions

#l and #2 (same, or different).

(4) Relation between the shapes of stimuli in positions

#2 and #3 (same, or different).
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Separate 4-way ANOVA's were performed for each of the 7

electrode locations for each of the factors derived by the

factor analysis. Table 3 is a partial summary ANOVA table

for subject J.L. Figure 4 displays the corresponding loading

functions.

Factor l has a biphasic component loading function with

peaks at about 300 and 501 msec. It was significantly

affected at all electrode locations except the temporals by

the shape of the eliciting stimulus. The influence of the

relations between the shape of the eliciting stimulus (#3)

and the preceding one (#2) was apparent at all electrode

locations. The relation between the preceding stimulus (#2)

and the one prior to it (#1) had no effect on the factor.

Note the similarity between factors l in this and preceding

analyses. The time-courses of the component loading functions

are similar and both are sensitive to the same two experimen

tal variables at approximately identical electrode locations.

The component loading function associated with Factor 2

has a single prominent peak about 60l msec . This factor is

influenced at frontal and vertex electrode locations by both

the relation between stimuli #1 and #2, and stimuli #2 and

#3. The shape of the stimulus (#3) had no effect.
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Factor 3 has a polyphasic component loading function

with two large peaks at about 121 m.sec. and 226 msec .

Although the relation between the shape of the evoking

stimulus (#3) and the preceding one (#2) had no significant

effect on this factor, both shape of stimulus and relation

between stimuli #1 and #2 did. The former could be seen at

all electrode locations while the latter could be seen only

anteriorly in frontals, temporals and vertex.

Factors 4, 7, 8 and 9 were unaffected by the three

experimental variables of interest. The "session" variable

had some influence at various electrode locations; none of

the effects were seen in more than two locations for any

factor.

Factor 6 has a component loading function with a single

early peak at about l to 45 msec . It is affected by the

shape of the evoking stimulus at all except right temporal

electrode locations, by the relation between stimuli #1 and

#2 in the frontal leads, and by the relation between stimuli

#2 and #3 only in the right parietal.

A comparison of the data of all subjects again revealed

that many subjects were similar in that the three main

effects were apparently associated with several specific
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time epochs in the averaged evoked potentials. Moreover,

these component peaks were almost identical to those common

to most subjects in the previous analyses. There were some

notable differences. The components and scalp distributions

are as follows:

(a) Effect of the shape of the stimulus eliciting the evoked

potential.

121 (91-151) msec . . . 3 Ss all leads

226 (196–241) msec ... 2 Ss all leads; 2 Ss anterior;

l S temporals only

286 (256-331) msec ... 4 Ss all leads; l S. temporals

451 (406-496) msec . . . 6 Ss all leads; l S temporals

These scalp distributions of subjects showing the influence

of the stimulus differ from those found for stimulus position

#2. Fewer subjects showed an influence on the 121 m.sec.

component at multiple cites on the scalp, as well as the

286 m.sec. component. No subjects showed an organized influ

ence on the 346 msec . component. And, several showed marked

increase at 226 msec. and 451 m.sec. components.

(b) Effect of the relation between the shape of the eliciting

stimulus (#3) and the preceding stimulus (#2).

286 (256-331) msec ... 4 Ss all leads; 3 Ss posterior

346 (316–361) msec . . . 3 Ss all leads; 2 Ss anterior

496 (481-511) msec ...5 Ss all leads; 2 Ss anterior
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These data are similar to those evident in stimulus position

#2 (relation between S$ 1 and S$ 2). Both show a 286 m.sec.

and 346 msec. component influenced. However, an influence

On 121 and 451 m.sec. components is not evident here, and

there is the presence of a 496 msec . peak instead.

(c) Effect of the relation between the shape at the preceding

stimulus (#2) and the initial stimulus (#1).

196 (166-226) msec . . . 4 Ss anterior; 1 S. posterior

346 (316–361) msec ... 2 Ss posterior; 1 S anterior

496 (481-511) msec ... 3 Ss anterior

The main difference between the experimental conditions

associated with AEP's evoked in stimulus positions #2 and #3

can be characterized in terms of a change in "information

load", or in terms of the complexity of the information to

be remembered in order to make an appropriate response. The

physical stimuli, their probability of occurrence, interstim

ulus intervals, trial and intra-session effects were virtually

identical. It seems appropriate to ask: What is the

effect of increasing complexity, or information load on AEP

waveforms? Are there new components present which carry

this information, or is all of the information in the signal

recoded so that old components now carry new information?

The answer is yes, both, and also that it is really impossible
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to determine with any degree of certainty. The data is

ambiguous; there is no way of knowing for sure what informa

tion is carried where.

"True"/"False" Response Task: Stimulus Position #4. Stimulus

position #4 presents some problems. There are at least 3

different groups of five experimental variables which could

interact to produce the data set for each of the seven

electrode locations. The first group is as follows:

(l) Session (first, or second).

(2) Stimulus (circle, or triangle).

(3) Relation between the shapes of stimuli in positions

#l and #2 (same, or different).

(4) Relation between the shape of stimuli in positions

#2 and #3 (same, or different).

(5) Relation between the shape of stimuli in positions

#3 and #4 (same, or different)

Two alternative groups of experimental variables include the

variable "response made" ("true" or "false"). The inclusion

of this variable necessarily excludes either variables (3)

or (5), but not both. Separate 5-way ANOVA's were performed
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to include all three perspectives for each of the seven

electrode locations and for each of the factors. Table 4 is

a partial summary ANOVA table and figure 5 shows their

corresponding component loading functions.

Factor l has a component loading function with a single

prominent peak at 520 msec . As can be seen in Table 4 this

factor was influenced only at 3 electrode locations and by 2

variables. The response variable effect can be seen in left

frontal and right temporal leads, while the relation between

the shape of stimuli in positions #1 and #2 can be seen only

at the left temporal electrode location.

Factor 2 is affected by the same experimental variables

as those affecting factor l. The distribution of the effects

over the scalp differ. The effect of the "response" variable

is more widespread; it affects all three right hemisphere

electrode locations, and frontal and temporal locations on

the left hemisphere. The component loading function associa

ted with this factor is dominated by a very late peak at

about 691 m.sec.

Factor 3 has a biphasic component loading function with

peaks at about 286 and 450 msec . Similar in shape to factor

l in both preceding Factor Analyses, and likewise significant

ly affected by the shape of the evoking stimulus in all
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leads except the temporals. This factor was also influenced

at all electrode locations by the response made and, at

frontals, vertex and right parietal leads by the relation

between the shape of stimuli in positions #1 and #2. The

influence of the relation between the shape of stimuli in

stimulus positions #2 and #3 can be seen in both parietals

and right temporal electrode locations.

Factor 4 is associated with a component loading function

with a single peak at about 346 msec . This factor was

significantly influenced at vertex by the shape of the

evoking stimulus, at the left frontal electrode location by

the relation between the shapes of stimuli in positions #1

and #2, and at all electrode locations except the right

parietal by the "response".

Factor 5 has a single component peak in its component

loading function at about 45 m.sec. This factor was affected

at both frontal electrode locations by the relation between

the shapes of stimuli in positions #2 and #3, and in the

right temporal lead by the "response" variable, and the

relation between the shapes of stimuli in positions #1 and

#2.
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The component loading function associated with factor 6

has two components at about 151 and 226 msec .. respectively.

This factor was significantly affected by three variables:

"Response" at right frontal and left temporal; relation

between stimuli at positions #1 and #2 at all electrode

locations except left temporals and parietal; and by the

relation between stimuli at positions #3 and #4 in left

frontal and temporal leads.

Factor 7 has a single prominent peak at 60l msec . This

factor was significantly influenced by the "response" in all

three left hemisphere electrode locations and in right

frontal. The influence of the relation between the shapes

of stimuli in positions #l and #2 can be seen in both frontal

electrode locations and the right temporal.

Factor 8 is associated with a component loading function

that has a single prominent peak at about l8l msec . It was

significantly influenced by two variables: "Response" at

both parietal electrode locations; and by the shape of the

evoking stimulus at only the right parietal area.

The component loading function of factor 9 has a single

peak aroud 9.1-121 msec. and was only affected by one variable,

the shape of the evoking stimulus. This effect could be

seen at all electrode locations except the left temporal.
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A comparison of the data of all subjects again revealed

several specific time components distinguished on the basis

of their sensitivity to the main effects. The component

peaks and scalp distribution are as follows:

(a) Effect of the shape of the stimulus eliciting the evoked

potential.

l21 (91-151) msec . . . 3 Ss all leads

226 (196–241) msec ... 2 Ss all leads; 2 Ss anterior;

l S temporals

286 (256-331) msec . . . 4 Ss all leads; 1 S. temporals

451 (406-496) msec . . . 6 Ss all leads; l S temporals

A comparison of these components and scalp distributions

with those obtained from the data of stimulus position #3

shows little differences. Table 5 exemplifies the extent to

which these 121 m.sec. components varied from subject to

subject in factor analyses for stimulus positions #2, #3 and

#4.

(b) Effect of the relation between the shape of the eliciting

stimulus (#4) and the preceding stimulus (#3). Only one

subject showed widespread influence associated with this

effect and it was associated with a component peak at

541 (511-571) m sec. None of the other 8 subject's data



COMPONENT PEAKS

stimulus stimulus stimulus

position position position
#2 #3 #4

Subject
KH | 12l ( 91-151) l21 ( 91-151) 12l ( 76-151)

JL | l21 (12l-l:36) l21 (121-136) 91 ( 6l-l36)

JS l21 (106-151) l2l ( 91-lSl) 121 ( 91-151)

AO | loG (loG-l21) l21 ( 91-151) * l2l (121-136)

KW 106 ( 91-136) lC6 ( 91-106) * 106 (106-121)

DT | 106 ( 76-136) 121 (106-121) l36 (121-151)

CT | 136 (loo-l'51) 136 (106-151) 136 (106-151)

NL | l2l (106-121) l2l (loG-136) 106 ( 91-136)

SS 151 (121-166) 136 (121-136) 121 (121-136) *

TABLE 5. Peaks of component loading functions associated with
Factors distinguished on the basis of their sensitivity
to "shape of eliciting stimulus" variable. Asterisk
indicates associated Factors failed to be significantly
influenced at P*.05 level. Component peaks taken from
three Factor Analyses of each subject: stimulus positions
#2, #3, #4 of the "true"/"false" response task.
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(c)

(d)

showed any trend in scalp distributions for any components.

Of the few subjects who did show any significant influen

ces it was only in one or two disparate electrode loca

tions, never at vertex, anterior-posterior nor bilaterally

distributed.

Effect of the relation between the shape of the preceding

stimulus (#3) and the one before that (#2). Unlike the

results to the previous main effect almost all subjects

had some components significantly influenced by this

effect. There were no trends across subjects. Two

subjects showed no effects, while the other 7 showed

highly idiosyncratic distribution of components affected

with 5 Ss showing vertex influences and other 2 Ss.

anterior-posterior influences.

Effect of the relation between the shape of the initial

stimulus (#1) and the second stimulus (#2).

286 (256-331) msec ... 3 Ss all leads; 1 S anterior;

l S posterior

451 (406-496) msec ... 4 Ss all leads; l S anterior

541 (511-601) msec ... l S all leads; l S anterior
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COMPONENT PEAKS

286 msec. 346 msec . 45l msec. 54l msec.

Subject

JS

AO

CT

SS

286 (211–311)

286 (24l-331)

286 (256-316)

286 (241-316)

3Ol (286-331)

316 (2.7l-346)

286 (271-316)

27l (24l-301)

286 (286-3Ol) *

376 (331–421)

346 (316-376)

361 (331-376)

346 (331–391)

376 (346–406)

376 (346–4O6)

346 (331–391)

361 (346–391)

361 (316-376)

451 (406-496)

421 (376-481)

421 (391–451)

451 (376-511)

451 (406-511)

436 (406-48l.)

436 (391-496)

466 (421-54l)

421 (406-451)

541 (511-601)

526 (481-556)

541 (511-586)

556 (526-571) *

586 (526-601)

556 (526-57l)

54l (5ll-57l)

601 (556-631) *

5ll (481-541)

TABLE 6. Peaks of component loading functions associated with
factors distinguished on the basis of their sensitivity
to "RESPONSE" variable in the "true"/"false" response

Asterisk indicates that

the associated Factors failed to be significantly
influenced at P*. O5 level.

task (stimulus position #4).
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(e) Effect of the response made, i.e., whether "true" or

"false".

286 (256-331) msec ... 7 Ss all leads; l S temporals

346 (331–391) msec ... 2 Ss all leads; 4 Ss anterior;

l S. temporals

451 (406-496) msec ... 7 Ss all leads; 1 S. temporals

541 (5 ll-601) msec . . . 2 Ss all leads

The exent to which these components varied can be seen in

Table 6.

"Circle"/"Triangle" Response Task : Stimulus Position #2.

In each of the "circle"/"triangle" response tasks three

stimuli were presented on each trial and the subject was to

respond either "circle" or "triangle" to the onset of the

last stimulus. In stimulus position #2, at least four

experimental variables may interact to produce the data set

for each of the seven electrode locations, namely:

(l) Session (first, or second).

(2) Task ("same as", or "opposed to" task).

(3) Stimulus (circle, or triangle).

(4) Relation between the shapes of stimuli in positions

#l and #2 (same, or different).
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TABLE 7. "Circle"/"Triangle" Task: stimulus position #2. F3 F4
Summary of Analysis of Variance at all 7 electrode

locations for all 9 Factors for subject JL. Circles T3 °z T4
indicate electrode placement at right. Shading

-

indicates significance at P*. 05 level. P3 P4
Experimental Variables: . .

STM. . . . . . shape of eliciting stimulus
RELl/2... relation between S., and S
TSK- - - - - - "same as" or "different from" task
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FIGURE 6. Component Loading Functions for subject J.L
"Circle"/"Triangle" Tasks: stimulus position #2.
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Separate 3-way ANOVA's were performed on factor scores for

each of the seven electrode locations with each of the

factors. Table 7 summarizes, in part, the results of these

ANOVA's. Figure 6 represents the associated component

loading functions.

Factor l has a biphasic component loading function. The

first component peak is about 301 msec. and the second has

two peaks, one at 436 msec. and the other at about 5ll msec.

This factor is significantly affected by the relation between

the shape of the evoking stimulus (#2) and the preceding one

(#1) at all electrode locations, and by the shape of the

evoking stimulus at all locations except the left temporals.

The task variable had no effect.

Factor 2 also has a biphasic shape. Its components peak

at about 196 and 466 msec. This factor is affected by three

variables: the shape of the evoking stimulus which can be

seen at all electrode locations except the right frontal;

the "task" which is evident at parietals, temporals and

vertex electrodes; and the relation between stimuli in

positions #1 and #2 which can be seen only at vertex and

left parietal electrode locations.
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Factor 3 has a biphasic component loading function with

peaks at about 136 and 586 m.sec. This factor was significant

ly affected at all electrode locations by the relation

between the shapes of stimuli in positions #1 and #2, and at

vertex and left frontal locations by the shape of the evoking

stimulus.

The component loading function associated with factor 4

has a single component peak occurring about 61 msec. Factor

4 is affected at all electrode locations by the shape of the

evoking stimulus. Further, this factor is influenced at all

right hemisphere locations and vertex by the relation between

the shapes of stimuli in positions #1 and #2; and at the

right hemisphere and left temporal electrode locations by

the "task" variable.

Factor 5 has a biphasic component loading function with

a prominent peak at 691 m.sec. and a lesser peak at 54l msec.

It was significantly influenced at only one electrode, the

right temporal, by both the shape of the evoking stimulus

and by the relation between the shapes of the two stimuli.

Factor 7 has a triphasic component loading function with

peaks at 151 m.sec., a prominent one at 391 m.sec. , and a

third at about 646 msec. This factor was affected in both
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parietal electrode locations by the shape of the evoking

stimulus and the "task" variable. Factors 8 and 9 were not

influenced by any of the experimental variables.

A comparison of the data of all subjects showed that the

same few time components were again common to almost all of

the subjects and were again distinguishable on the basis of

their sensitivity to the three main effects and scalp distri

butions. There is one feature of this data, and the data

from the next set of factor analyses, which differs from the

three preceding sets of data. More subjects showed greater

similarities in the three "true"/"false" response task

factor analyses than in the combined "circle"/"triangle"

response task factor analyses. The main difference between

these two groups of factor analyses, aside from the actual

task differences in the experiments, was that the factor

analyses in the "circle"/"triangle" group were combinations

of two tasks, "same as" and "opposed to". This suggests

that some type of intra-session effects which were averaged

out in the "true"/"false." AEP's was coming through in the

"circle"/"triangle" factor analyses themselves. This point

is arguable as Table l indicates the percent variance accoun

ted for by the two groups of analyses is about equal.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

The effect of the shape of the stimulus evoking the AEP.

121 (106-151) msec ... 2 Ss all leads; 2 Ss anterior;

l S. posterior

l96 (166-226) msec . . . 4 all leads; l S anteriorSS

286 (256-316) msec ... 3 Ss. all leads; 2 Ss posterior

496 (451-541) msec ... 2 Ss all leads; 3 Ss posterior

The effect of the relation between the shapes of the

eliciting stimulus (#2) and the preceding stimulus (#1).

121 (106-151) msec ... l S all leads; 3 Ss anterior;

1 S temporal

286 (256-316) msec ... 2 Ss all leads; 2 Ss anterior;

2 Ss posterior

406 (391–466) msec ... 2 Ss all leads; 1 S. posterior

496 (451-541) msec ... 2 Ss all leads; 3 Ss anterior

The effect of the task, that is, whether "same as", or

"opposed to".

46 (1-91) msec. ... 3 Ss all leads; 1 S anterior;

l S. posterior

196 (166-226) msec ... 2 Ss all leads; l S anterior;

1 S. posterior; 1 S temporals

361 (331-406) msec ... l S all leads; 2 Ss anterior;

l S posterior
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"Circle"/"Triangle" Response Task: Stimulus Position #3.

In stimulus position #3 at least six experimental variables

may interact to produce the data set for each of the seven

electrode locations. They are as follows:

(l) Session (first, or second).

(2) Task ("same as ", or "opposed to").

(3) Stimulus (circle, or triangle).

(4) Relation between the shapes of stimuli in positions

#l and #2 (same, or different)

(5) Relations between the shape of stimuli in positions

#2 and #3 (same, or different)

(6) Response ("circle", or "triangle")

Separate 6-way ANOVA's were performed for each of the seven

electrode locations for each of the factors. Table 8 summar

izes, in part, the results of these ANOVA's. Figure 7

represents the component loading functions associated with

each of these 9 factors.

Factor l has a polyphasic component loading function

with two principal peaks at about 211 and 451 m.sec. respec

tively. This factor was affected at both parietal electrode

locations by the relation between the shape of stimuli in

positions #2 and #3, and at the right temporal location by

the "task".
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TABLE 8. "Circle"/"Triangle" Task: stimulus position #3. 3 F.
Summary of Analysis of Variance at all 7 electrode
locations for all 9 Factors for subject J.L. Circles 3 Cz T4
indicate electrode placement at right. Shading
indicates significance at P*.05 level.----- - +3 P4

Experimental variables: . . . .
shape of eliciting stimulus

... relation between S., and S

... relation between S 2 and s 3
response

... "same as" or "different from" task ---------------
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FIGURE 7. Component Loading Functions for subject JL
"Circle"/"Triangle" Tasks: stimulus position #3.
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Factor 2, on the other hand, has only one single peak

dominating its component loading function at about 54l msec .

This factor was significantly influenced at the parietal,

vertex and right temporal electrode locations by the relation

between the shapes of stimuli in position #2 and #3, and at

the right temporal location by the relation between stimuli

#l and #2.

Factor 3 has a triphasic component loading function with

successive peaks at about 136, l8l and 256 msec. This

factor was significantly affected at all electrode locations

except the left frontal by the relation between the shapes

of stimuli in positions #2 and #3, and at the left temporal,

parietal and vertex electrode locations by the shape of the

eliciting stimulus, and, finally, at the right temporal

location by the "task" variable.

Factor 4 has a biphasic component loading function with

a prominent late peak at about 706 msec. and a much smaller

one at about 15l msec . This factor was significantly influ

enced by one variable: the relation between the shapes of

stimuli in positions #2 and #3. This could be seen at

parietal, vertex and the right frontal electrode locations.
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A single early component, at about 16 msec., describes

the component loading function associated with factor 5.

This factor is affected at all electrode locations except

the left temporal by the relation between the shapes of

stimuli in positions #1 and #2, and at both right temporal

and parietal by the shape of the evoking stimulus.

Factor 6 has a biphasic component loading function with

a relatively small peak at lSl msec . and the more prominent

One at 361 msec. It is significantly influenced at both

parietal and vertex locations by the nature of the task and

at the vertex and right frontal by the relation between the

shape of the stimuli in positions #2 and #3.

A single peaking component about 631 msec - describes the

component loading function of factor 7. It is significantly

influenced at all 3 left hemisphere locations by the nature

of the task, at the vertex, left parietal and right frontal

locations by the relation between the first 2 stimuli and at

the right temporal location by the relation between the

shape of the eliciting stimulus and the one preceding it.

The component loading function of factor 8 is biphasic

with a prominent peak at 286 m.sec. and a lesser peak at 406

msec . This factor was affected at all three right hemisphere,
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vertex and left frontal electrode locations by the shape of

the eliciting stimulus; at the left temporal, left parieteal

and vertex locations by the relation between the shapes of

stimuli in positions #2 and #3 and at the left frontal by

the relation between the shapes of stimuli in positions #1

and #2.

Factor 9 has a component loading function with a single

peak at about 76 msec. It was significantly affected at the

left parietal electrode location by the shape of the eliciting

stimulus.

A comparison of the data from the nine subjects revealed

some similarities in time components which were both sensitive

to the same experimental variables and observable at the

same electrode locations. They are as follows:

(a) Effect of the shape of the stimulus eliciting the evoked

response.

121 (106-151) msec. .. 3 Ss all leads; 2 Ss anterior;

2 Ss posterior

196 (166-226) msec ... l S all leads; l S anterior;

2 Ss posterior

286 (256-316) msec ... l S all leads; 2 Ss anterior;

2 Ss posterior; l S vertex
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(b) Effect of the relation between the shape of the evoking

stimulus (#3) and the one preceding it (#2).

256 (226-256) msec ... l S all leads; 2 Ss anterior;

l S. posterior

331 (316-346) msec ... 2 Ss all leads

This main effect was highly idiosyncratic. The electrode

locations and associated time components affected varied.

There was a general tendency for these effects to be evident

at vertex, posterior and right hemisphere electrode locations.

A large assortment of time components were affected, but there

were no real trends across the subjects.

(c)

(d)

Effect of the relation between the preceding stimulus

(#2) and the initial stimulus (#1).

46 (1-91) msec . . . . 2 Ss all leads; 2 Ss anterior;

2 Ss posterior

121 (106-151) msec ... 2 Ss anterior; l S. posterior;

l S vertex and right hemisphere

331 (316–346) msec ... 2 Ss all leads; l S. posterior

Effect of the task.

46 (1-91) msec. ... l S all leads; 3 Ss anterior;

l S. posterior

121 (106-151) msec ... l S all leads; 4 Ss posterior;

1 S. right hemisphere
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(e) Effect of Response "circle" versus "triangle".

Only 5 subjects showed any effect of response variable.

No common time components were affected and there were

no trends in scalp distribution. In sum, there was

very little influence on AEP's generally.

Summary. These AEP results may be summarized as follows. A

Comparison of summary analyses of variance tables and the

associated component loading functions across the nine

subjects over all five factor analyses revealed that several

subjects were remarkably similar in that their results

indicated very similar component peaks in loading functions

associated with certain factors which were, in addition,

significantly influenced at the same electrode locations by

the same experimental variables. These kinds of consistencies

were evident both within subjects across the 5 individual

analyses, and over subjects within each of the 5 analyses.

The similarities in individual results varied with tasks and

experimental variables. In general, more subjects showed

greater similarity within "true"/"false" response task

analyses than within the combined "circle"/"triangle" response

analyses, and within experimental variables concerned with

the evoking stimulus such as the shape of the stimulus than

within more subtle experimental variables such as the relation

between the shapes of stimuli in positions preceding the
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evoking stimulus. A comparison of the 45 sets of data

revealed a set of 6 component peaks common to almost all

subjects which were sensitive to many of the experimental

variables. They are as follows:

(l) 12l msec.

(2) 226 msec.

(3) 286 m.sec.

(4) 346 msec .

(5) 451 m.sec.

(6) 541 msec.

This finding suggests that had the data from the different

subjects been pooled, then these six component peaks would

have become more prominent aspects of the results. It is

also probable that such pooling of data would have obscured

the effects of several experimental variables which were

highly idiosyncratic in scalp distribution and time course.

The results of Squires, Donchin, Herning and McCarthy

(1975) tend to support this notion. They report performing

a similar kind of factor analysis over subjects and found 5

components which accounted for much of their data. The time

peaks associated with their component loading functions are

as follows:
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(l) lo 0 m.sec.

(2) 210 msec.

(3) 270 msec.

(4) 350 msec.

(5) 450 msec.

I am surprised by the similarity of these two results,

because it is my impression that in general the factors

derived from factor analyses tend to vary radically as the

data base changes. And, the Squires et. al. study differed

in many ways. In addition to using different subjects and

pooling data, they used entirely different experimental

tasks, auditory rather than visual AEP's, and a linked

mastoid rather than a balanced non-cephalic reference elec

trode.

If these results can be interpreted as indicating the

existence of peaks in AEP's, then they corroborate several

recent findings which indicate that the P300 complex in

AEP's contain at least three independent processes, namely:

P3a (at about 286 m.sec.), P300 (about 350 msec ...) and a slow

wave (about 450 msec . ) which vary as a function of psychologi

cal variables (e.g., Squires, Squires, and Hillyard, l975;

and Squires et. al., 1975).
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The results obtained in this study differ from those

obtained by the previously mentioned studies in one important

way. Whereas the others find that the different component

peaks appear to reflect quite different psychological events,

because they were found to be sensitive to different psycho

logical variables, the opposite seems to be true in this

study. The results of this study suggest that AEP's are

very redundant signals whose multiple components simultaneously

carry different sorts of information at several successive

component peaks. Perhaps this difference between the two

studies is simply a reflection of the differences between

the task requirements in the experiments.
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DISCUSSION

The foregoing results clearly establish that the effects

of "same" and "different" judgements on visual AEP's are not

limited to changes in the amplitude of two components which

are observable in AEP's recorded from vertex or posterior

regions on the scalp. The data from nine subjects show that

the effect of the differences between these two judgements

can be seen in several components of visual AEP's simultane

Ously. Furthermore, the data do not indicate that these

effects are associated in any straightforward way to any

particular neuroanatomical recording sites. Thus, any

models of cognitive mechanisms thought to underlie these

judgements which presuppose simple effects such as amplitude

changes in two distinct components are seriously inadequate

(e.g., those of Posner et. al., 1973 and Anthony and Putnam,

1976) .

The variety of experimental variables found to be

associated with each of the different component peaks demon

strates that none of AEP components suggested in this analysis

is uniquely associated with specific psychological variables.

It appears, rather, that the role of component peaks change as

the psychological context changes. This finding is in
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keeping with the speculations of others, particularly Uttal

(1967) and Donchin, Kubovy, Kutas, Johnson and Herning

(1973), who suggest that certain components of AEP's can be

best described as indicating general rather than specific

operations of the CNS. As Donchin et. al. state . . . "it seems

that a reasonable approximation is to assume that P300

reflects the activity of a general-purpose processor which

is invoked on demand by a host of data processing requirements. . .

(P. 322) ".

The results also bear on another issue in this area,

even though the study did not deal specifically with the

question. As mentioned earlier, our current state of under

standing and knowledge about AEP's suggests that the succes

sive component peaks in an AEP are related to distinctive

aspects of the processing of incoming information. Earlier

components reflect more of the physical aspects of the

stimulus while the late components reflect the psychological

significance attached to the stimulus (e.g., Picton, Hillyard,

Krausz, and Galambos, 1974). The model suggests that certain

information is carried only in certain time bins in an AEP

and not in others. The results obtained in these experiments

repeatedly show evidence to the contrary. AEP's, if considered

as signals which carry information encoded at successive

componenets, contain more redundant information in a 750
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msec - time course than previously acknowledged. For example,

information about the physical characteristics of the elicit

ing stimulus was carried in at lease 3 time epochs in AEP's

regardless of neuroanatomical site observed or experimental

condition.

The aim of this study has been to clarify the extent to

which AEP's recorded from human scalp concomitant to cognitive

activity provide a basis for the development of electrophysio

logical measures that have clinical applications particularly

for diagnosis and treatment of cognitive dysfunctions.

What this research has accomplished is to demonstrate

the need to identify and clarify the experimental variables.

The data from all subjects reveal that these variables were

ambiguous in the sense that more than one component was

affected by each experimental variable, and that each compo

nent was affected by more than a single variable.

The results of this research also demonstrate that the

seven classical neuroanatomical sites observed, if considered

as channels which carry signals, are not independent of one

another, but reflect rather complex co-occurrence relations

for the effects of various psychological variables.
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To recapitulate, AEP's provide measures which correlate

with established measures of cognitive functioning such as

intelligence tests. Many investigators seeking to understand

the functional significance of certain components of AEP's,

particularly the late components (P300 complex), report

finding that specific aspects of cognitive processing are

reflected in changes in certain AEP components.

The aim of the study has been to clarify the extent to

which AEP's recorded from human scalp concomitant to cognitive,

activity provide a basis for the development of electrophysio

logical measures that have clinical applications. The

experiments incorporated into this study were specifically

designed in order to determine the extent to which "same"

and "different" judgements influenced visual AEP's elicited

by geometric figures. "Same" and "different" judgements

were chosen as a focus for study, because it appeared that

these judgements represent primitive capacities of organisms

and were precursors of more sophisticated cognitive processes.

The results of this study corroborate several recent

findings, and substantiate the notion that AEP's recorded

from human scalp concomitant to cognitive activity are good

candidates as electrophysiological indicators of cognitive

functioning. Further, they serve to point out that rather

subtle changes in task requirements are realized in AEP's.
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The results do not substantiate speculations that only

certain components in AEP's reflect specific storage and

retrieval processes as envisioned by some information proces

sing theorists. Rather, they suggest that certain time

periods, or components, of AEP's may perhaps be used as

indicators of general operations of cognitive mechanisms.
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APPENDIX

Examples of Averaged Visual Evoked Potentials during
"True"/"False" and "Circle"/"Triangle" Response Tasks
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